This colloquium brings together an interdisciplinary group of scholars to pose two fundamental questions: what counts as work, and why are some workers invisible? We focus on the many forms of labor that are not conceptualized as work and so remain hidden from public view. In the process, we highlight the shifting boundaries between market work and leisure, economic coercion and choice, embodied and disembodied labor, commercial and social labor, and virtual and material work.
In particular, we consider how the following dynamics structure the invisibility of labor: when work is unpaid; when work falls outside legal or state parameters; when work is seen as a voluntary or chosen activity; when it occurs within a social interaction that has not historically been deemed economically valuable; when work is performed by women, people of color, and/or members of vulnerable and marginalized groups; and alternatively, when dominant gender, sexual, and racial/ethnic organizational imperatives motivate employees to perform additional tasks; when the bodies doing the work are hidden through the physical organization of work time and space; when the work occurs in a technological platform that splits or masks their tasks. Crossing the occupational hierarchy and spectrum, from high to low, professional to manual, we hope to engage a discussion that broadens our understanding of labor in the contemporary era.
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